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Data Visualization Center – Quality Data

• Shows graphical representations of the most commonly requested quality metric statistics
• Provides details of quality review findings
• Includes breakdowns by Technology Center and action type
Combined Case Outcome by Technology Center

Fiscal Year 2017 Through Fourth Quarter
Compliance: 35 U.S.C. § 101

Fiscal Year 2017 Through Fourth Quarter
Compliance: 35 U.S.C. § 112

Fiscal Year 2017 Through Fourth Quarter
Compliance: 35 USC §102

Fiscal Year 2017 Through Fourth Quarter
Compliance: 35 U.S.C. § 103

Fiscal Year 2017 Through Fourth Quarter
Compliance by Discipline: 35 USC §101 and 35 USC §112

Fiscal Year 2017 Through Fourth Quarter
Questions and Comments
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